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Heathrow Scientific Introduces an Economical 1L Mini Magnetic Stirrer to its
Laboratory Equipment Line
Vernon Hills, IL, February 7, 2018 – Heathrow Scientific, a leader in manufacturing bench top
equipment and lab essentials for scientific and clinical markets announces the introduction of an
economical 1L Mini Magnetic Stirrer to their laboratory equipment line. The powerful mini stirrer
delivers optimal magnetic coupling between the high quality stir bar, supplied, and the unit that includes
strong rare earth magnets which significantly reduces the chance of spinouts during operation.
When in use, the mini stirrer offers quiet operation with low vibration which helps users stay focused by
reducing noise in the lab. The low-profile design of the mini stirrer is lightweight for transporting with
ease and the small footprint saves valuable space on a bench top. The mini stirrer is made from an ABS
and PC blend that is chemical resistant making the unit easy to clean.
The mini stirrer is ideal for routine stirring applications in general research, life science, industrial,
quality analysis, and clinical lab settings. The unit includes a variable speed control that ranges from 200
to 2200rpm to meet routine stirring requirements. The low voltage brushed 12V DC motor requires low
power consumption and will not generate heat during procedures. The quality stirrer is certified with:
Intertek, CE, CB Scheme, RoHS 2, and is WEEE compliant.
Two high quality stir bars (35x9mm) are included with the mini stirrer to ensure maximum stirring
performance.
“Heathrow has introduced a quality unit to the market at a great price point. Our new mini stirrer fills a
gap in the entry level market with a unit that reduces the problem of spinouts from a weak magnetic
coupling at an economical price.” Gary Kamees, Vice President of Product Development, Heathrow
Scientific.
Founded in 1996, Heathrow Scientific enables our global dealer network to meet their customer
requirements by providing world-class products that exceeds expectations and delivers high quality,
innovative laboratory products that solves problems and improves productivity. With over 14 product
patents on innovative products, Heathrow Scientific has a 99.7% reliability on lab equipment
and 99.99% reliability on laboratory supplies. Heathrow Scientific supplies over 400 distributors globally.
www.heathrowscientific.com ##

